
       16 Subsequences, Cauchy Sequences



ImportantIdea:To show convergence, you must find an N.

Warm-up:Consider segs:3Sn3.Stn3 c&& snts, tatt

Thm:(Snttn] -> stt.

spfC (idea: ((sn+tn) - (s+t1) =(sn-s) +stn-ts) =(sn-s)+/tn-t) (
Given Es0, IN, N2 s.t. n > N => 1Sn-sK

n >N2 =>ltn-t)
Let N =max[N1, N23,
Then for n<N, (isnttal-1stt1) = (Sn-s)+1tn-+1>* =EH.

Thi: hm C.Sn -> 2.5

(idea:(csn-cs)=()/sa-sI.

(pt). Fix E20. Then IN s.t. n > N = ISn-s) <
ICI.

Then, for this N, n<N=> /csn-cs) =(1/Sn-sk</c. =E#

Ihm:hm Sutn=Stat
(Idea (Sntn-st) =((sn-siCtn-t) +s(tn-t)+t(sn-si))

cit):Given Es0, let K:max3s, t, 13

AN1, N2 s.t. n > N, => Isn-s1<43K
n> x2 =>(tn-t) </3K.

Let N =max 3 N,N23.

Then I Sutn-st1 < 1 +4 +4/3
all ->>5 +4 +4 <2#



SUBSEQUENCES.

SPnY a seg. Let n, <n2snss... in IN

Then 3Pn:] is a subsequence.

Ex:,,,, ... 3

&:If pr-P, must every subsequence converge
to p?

A: YES, ble every ubd of p contain all butfinitely many of points.

Ex:SI, I, , i,, T...=3. does not converge.

but a subsec. does. ("to subsequential limit"(

&:Must every sequence contain a cony, subseq.?
A: No. 91,2,3,... 3.

&If seq bounded, must have con subseq.?
A: No. In A 93, 3.1, 3.14, 3.141, 3.1415,... 3.

Ref:A metric space X is sequentiallycompact
if everysequence has a convergentsubsequence. (cour to pointin XI.

Ihm:If X is compact, then X is seq. cpt. (Fast:seq. cpA => cpA. (

(pf):Let R =range [Pr3.

· If R is finite, then some pin SPY is achieved infinitely times. Use this subseq.

· If R is infinite, then byprevious thm.

since X is apt, R has limitpoint called p.

Then use this as subseq.



CAUCHY SEQUENCES.

&:How to tell [Pn3 converges if I don't know its limit?

Idea:If they do converge, then on must be getting close to each other.

Def:9Pm3 is Cauchysequence means

FEs0, IN s.t.

m.n IN implies (PrPm) < E.

Thm: SP3 converges -> SP3 is a Cauchysequence.

cpf, Given Ez0, = N s.t. n > N => d(p.Pu)<

So for nm>N =>d(pn,Pm)-d(P,Pn)+dCp,pm)>t =E.

The inverse is not true, [R3 is Cauchybut not cony.

Hef:Ametric space X is complete
if every Cauchysequence converge to point of X.


